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Compass Maps. Sheet map, folded. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, Amsterdam Popout Map, Popout Maps, Explore vibrant
Amsterdam, known as the 'Venice of the North', with this handy,
genuinely pocket-sized, pop-up map. Small in size, yet big on
detail, this compact, dependable Amsterdam city map will
ensure you don't miss a thing. * Includes two pop-up maps
covering historic Amsterdam & the city centre * Additional maps
covering the museum quarter, transit system and a locator map
are also included * Handy, self-folding tourist map is small
enough to fit in your pocket yet offers extensive coverage of the
city in an easy-to-use format * Thorough street index is also
featured and cross-referenced to the map so you can easily find
your destination * Hotels, restaurants, stores and attractions are
all included Ideal to pop in a pocket or bag for quick reference
while you explore Amsterdam. Contents include maps of:
Historic Amsterdam City Centre Museum Quarter Amsterdam
transit Locator map.
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ReviewsReviews

A fresh e-book with a brand new perspective. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there had not been a really
worth reading. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best publication i have go through in my individual
lifestyle and may be he best pdf for ever.
-- Ma r g a r ett Roob-- Ma r g a r ett Roob

The very best publication i possibly study. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a worth looking at. I am
just very happy to tell you that this is basically the best pdf i actually have study inside my individual life and could be
he very best pdf for possibly.
-- Da r lene B lick-- Da r lene B lick
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